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SPECTRAL GEOMETRY OF SUBMANIFOLDS
M.Barros  and A.Ros
PREFACE. These  notes reflect the lectures given by the first au-
thor at the University of Lecce in June-July 1984. The work deals
with geometry of Laplacian's  spectrum of submanifolds in the complex
projective space. The second part contains a new way to study this
subject given by the second author in his Ph. Dr. (Granada, 1984).
This idea can be extended to other symmetric spaces.
The first author vould like to express his hearty thanks to Prof.
D.Perrone  for his kind invitation to visit the University of Lecce.
Also he would like to thank Prof. D.Perrone,  Prof. G. De Cecco and
Prof. R.Marinosci for their kind hospitality at Lecce.
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Introduction.
Some problems related with the spectrum of a Riemannian man.L-
fold.
The inVePSe  problem
Basic  formulas in theory of submanifolds.
Spectral geometry of submanifolds in Euclidean space.
Submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold.
Extrinsic characterizations of some complex submanifolds in
the complex projective space by its spectrum.
The standard imbedding of the complex projective space in Eu-
clidean space.
A new vay to study spectral geometry of submanifolds in the
complex projective space.
The volume of a minima1 submanifold in the complex projective
space.
The first eigenvalue of a minima1 submanifold in the complex
projective space.
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12. Parallel complex submanifolds of the complex projective spa-
ce.
13. Complex submanifolds of the complex projective space which a-
re bi-order.
ì4. Parallel complex submanifolds and bi-order complex submanifo-
lds of the complex projective space are very close.
15. 'Irle  first and the second  eigenvalues of complex submanifolds
in the complex projective space.
16. Applications.
1. INTRODUCTION. Let n be a very regular bounded domain  with ni-
,J boundary as in Rd (far d=2, o ne can think of s as a vibrating men-
:.rane  fixed along  an). The vibrations of n are the functions F:nxR-
+R (p,t)--+F(p,t)  with
(1.1) eF + a2F/at2  = 0 F/(anxR)  = 0
d
beingb=  - 1 a2/ax: (the Laplacian in Rd).
i=l
It is important to study solutions of the type F(p,t)=f(p).e(t)
with fin-R and e:R-R. For these solutions one obtains
(1.2) bf/f  = - e"/e  = 1
where x must be constant  and it is very related to the frecuencies
of our vibrations since  8" + xe = 0. That is a good reason to be in-
terested in the spectrum of n,
(1.3) Spec(n) = {O=r,<~~..~x~<x~...x~...t~)
consisting of al1  i's  (rea1 numbers)  such that there exists some f+O
with Af=xf, f/an=O. Each )i written in Spec(n) as many times as itS
multiplicity indicates.  Being multiplicity of x = dim( f/Af=  f}.
Despite  its simplicity and its phisical background, Spec(n)  is
almost unknown. For example Spec(nl is known when R is a hall or a
rectamular  parallelopiped and few other n.
A natura1 and very old problem is the following: Let n, and s2
be two plane regions bounded by curves  r, and r2 respectively and
consider  the eigenvalue problems:
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(1.4)
hf = xf in n
1 hg = PL7 in n2
f = 0 in an, g=O inan 2
Suppose that for each nEN the eigenvalue in for n, is equa1 to the
eigenvalue Pn for n2 : Are the regions n, and n2 congruent  in the
sense of Euclidean geometry?.
This problem is called  the inverse problem because it is well-
known that: If + is an isometry of the plane then Spec($(n))=Spec(n)
for any domain  n in R2.
The inverse problem was firstly posed for Bochner and Bers said
about it that it can be posed in the following amusing way: Can one
hear the shape of a drum?.
Of course  this problem is still unsolved but it is clear  that
the spectrum of n contains an ordinate information about the geome-
try of n. Spec (n) is like a "secret code"  of information about the
geometry of nwhich we need to discover.
TO be less greedy than asking to hear the complete shape of n,
one can ask only deduce from Spec(n)  some information on the geome-
try of n. For example : One can hear the area of D. This is an old
problem posed by H.A.Lorentz  (1910) which was solved by H.Weyl. In
fact he proved
(1.5) lim N(a)/x = vol(n)/(2n)
x-m
where N(i)  is the number of eigenvalues less than x.
The length of an is also a spectral invariant and therefore we
can prove that: You can hear the shape of a circular drum. In fact
if L denotes  the length of ara, the classica1 isoperimetric inequali-
ty States
(1.6) L2 h 4nvol(n)
with the equality holding if and only if n is a circular disk.
This result joint the facts than voi(n) and L are spectral inva-
riants allow us to prove that : You can hear the shape of a circular
drum.
The spectral problem appear in many parts of mathematics and phy-
sics: statistica1 mechanics, diffusion theory, quantum statistics
etc. (see  [28]).
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In this paper we are interested in the spectral problem but for
free vibrating membranes, that is, for Riemannian manifolds which
are Cm , compact, connected and vithout boundary. Al1 manifolds in
this paper are assumed to have these  properties.
2. SOME PROBLEMS RELATED WITH THE SPECTRUM OF A RIEMANNIANN MAA
NIFOLD. Let M be a compact, connected, without boundary Riemannian
manifold (along this paper we will omit these  propertties),(also  al1
geometrie  objets are assumed to be C"). We will denote  by g the me-
tric tensor of M. As usual Cm(M) (respectively rP(M)) will denote
the rea1 valued functions over M (respectively the exterior p-forms
over M). r(M)  vi11 be the Grassmann algebra over M, d (respectively
6 ) vi11 denote  exterior derivative (respectively the coderivative).
The Laplace-Beltrami operator  of (M,g)  is defined over n(M)  by
(2.1) A :A(M)-+A(M) A(o) = (da+òd)(o)
it is clear  that the degree of w is preserved by A.
In particular  we are interested in the Laplacian acting over fu-
nctions. In this case various definitions exist for b (of course  eq*
uivalent), ve reca11 some of them:
(a) Suppose N=dimM, if moM  and f&-(M), we choose  an orthonor-
mal set of geodesics tyi)  , i=l,..., n parametrized by art length and
passing through m at t=O,  then
(2.2) (bf)(m) = - ; (d2(f.+dt2)(0)
i=l
(b) Last definition is obviously equivalent to the folloving one,
first we consider  the Hessian of f like the symmetric 2-times cova-
riant tensor over M given by
(2.3) Hessf(X,Y)  = XYf - (vXY)f X,Ycx  (MI
X(M)  being the Lie algebra of vector fields over M, then
(2.4) Af = -Trace(Hessf) = - p
i=l
Hessf(Ei,Ei)
where tEil  i=l...., n is a loca1 orthonormal frame of vector fields.
For other definitions of A see [9].
The canonica1 measure of (M,g)  vi11 be denoted by dv. One defines
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a pre-Hilbert strutture  over Cm(M) by taking
(2.5) cf,g> = i f.gdv for al1  f,g&"(M)M
tne coTpleted  of C-04) with respect to this inner product  is L2(M).
An eigenvalue of A is a rea1 number A such that 8f=xf for some non-
trivial function fECm(M). The set of al1  eigenvalues of A will be ca-
lled the spectrum of (M,g)  which will be denoted by Spec(M,g).
Since A is elliptic, Spec(M,g)  is discrete and the multiplicity
of each h, that is, dimVx = dim (fcCm(M)/Af=Xf)  is finite. In parti-
cular , since M is compact, dimVO=l  (VO consists  only of constant
functions).  Therefore
(2.6) Spec(M,g)  = {O=X~<X,...X,<  x 2...a2<  . ..tm)
As it is well known, the decomposition lVA,xESpec(M,g)  is ort-
hogonal with respect to (2.5). Moreover  1 Vx is dense in Cm(M) (in
L2-sense).
Similarly the spectrum of A acting over exterior p-forms will be
denoted by SpecP(M,g).  One has
(2.7) SpecP(M,g)  = {p~o...p~o<px,...px,<...+~)
From Hodge theory one has:
(1) If n denotes  tne dimension of M , then SpecP(M,g)=Specn-P(M,g)
(ii) 0 belongs to Specp(M,g)  if and only if the pth Betti number
of M is non-zero (being this Betti number the multiplicity of 0 in
SpeC’(!l,g ) ,
Xow one can put the following general problems: Given a Rieman-
nian manifold (M,g), one has Spec(M,g)  which only dependes on the
Riemannian  strutture
(1) ri'nat  1s the behaviour of the elements of Spec(M,g)  ?
(2) dhai  information can one obtain from Spec(M,g)  about the ge-
ometry and tne ropology of (M,g)  and M respectively?
These kind of problems and others related are known under the
general name of Spectral geometry.
Now, we will oriefìy  treat about some of this problems:
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(A) H OW to determine Spec(M,g)  for a given Riemannian manifold?
This problem is very difficult and we only know a few about it:
- We can compute the spectrum of a Riemannian product  from the spec-
trums of the factors.
- We can also relate  the spectrums of two Riemannian manifolds con-
nected by means of a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic  fi-
bers.
- If dimM=l and L denotes  the length of (M,g)  then one has
(2.8) Spec(M,g)  = {4n*n*/L' with npN)
each eigenvalue with multiplicity 2 except x0=0.  Therefore, when M
1s 1-dimensionai, the spectrum characterizes the Riemannian structu-
re and even x1 does.
- The spectrum is completely known for (Sn,go), the n-dimensiona1
sphere endowed with its canonica1 Riemannian strutture.  This is also
true for compact symmetric spaces of rank one with their canonica1
structures.
The spectrum is, in some sense, also completely known for symme-
tric spaces and some homogeneous spaces, at least in theory,[36].
- Consider a flat torus M=R"/n  where A is any lattice of Rn, endowed
w1rn golA I g, being the canonica1 metric  on Rn (this metric  has no
problema in going  to the quotient since it is invariant by transla-
tions). We put
*
(2.3) li = (cER"/(s,~)EZ,  far al1 IJEA)
tne  aual lattice of h. Then
(2.10) SpeC(Rn/A,go/A)  = t4n2]512/E~A*)
the multiplicity of 4~*]<]*  is the number of MEA*  with ]I-,]*=]c]~.
(B) Since  it 1s very difficult to compute Spec(M,g),  one must
obtain estimates of eigenvalues by means of geometrica1 invariants
of (M,g).
The more important  results in this direction have been obviously
obtained for the first non-trivial eipenvalue.  NOW we reca11  some of
them.
The first result 1s due to A.Lichnerowicz [33]  and M.Obata [38]
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THEOREM 2.1.- Let M be an n-dimensiona1 Riemannian manifold,(n>l).
Suppose there exists a constant k>O such that the Ricci curvature
S of M satisfies Sakg (g being the metric  tensor of M).  Then:
(a) l,a(n/(n-l))k  (Lichnerowicz)
(b) x,=(n/(n-l))k  if and only if (M,g)  is isometric  to (S",g,)
(Obata).
This estimate of Lichnerowicz-Obata was extended later by R.C.
Reilly ([44]) to manifolds with boundary where he treated the Diri-
chlet  boundary value  problem (AU=F(U)  with u=O in aM) under the a-
ditional assumption that aM has non-negative mean curvature.
There  exist some classica1 papers due to Faber-Krahn, Polya-
Szego,  Payne, Weinberger etc. ([8])  which give estimates for the
first eigenvalue of a domain  n in Rn. For instante  an estimate due
to Faber-Krahn for the first eigenvalue of a vibrating membrane n
in R2 is
(2.11) al s 1 j2/vol(n)
the equality holding if and only if R is a disk. Here j is the fir-
st zero of the first Bessel's  function.
The estimate of Faber-Krahn can not be extended to Riemannian
manifold, in fact one has the following examples:
- Consider the flat torus R2/n where A is the lattice of R2 of len-
gths (t,l/t). Its area is 1, but for small values of t, Al=4n2t2
is close to zero.
-Consider  two spheres E., and E2 connected by means of a cylinder
of radius r and length L. One defines a function of measure zero f
such that: f is constant k over El, f is constant-k over E2 and f
is linear over the cylinder being constant over its sections. Then
one obtains
(vf]2/(f]2 6 &r/(Lvol(M)) (vf  being the gradient of f)
but the inequality of Poincaré gives
J ]vf12dv &x f2dv for al1 f with measure zeroM J'M
8 M .  B a r r o s  - A .  R o s
tnerefore one obtains the following estimate
( 2 . 1 2 ) A, < 4nr/(Lvol(M))
this estimate, for small values  of r, is close to zero while voi(M)
is close to 2vol(S2,go).
These  examples prove us that in a possible lower bound of x,,
must participate  other geometrica1 invariants apart from the volume
and the diameter.
After the work of Lichnerowicz and Obata. J.Cheeger ([12]) obta-
ined a lower bound of x, by a constant  which is involved in a certa-
in type of isoperimetric inequality.
In [l] T.Aubin  gave a lower bound of x1 in terms of the following
elements: a lower bound of the volume, an upper bound of the diame-
ter, a lower bound of the sectional curvature, an upper bound of the
Ricci curvature and a lower bound of the injectivity radius.
It seems obvious to relax the dependency of the Aubin estimate
on the geometrie  quantities. In this sense, S.T.Yau ([60] showed
that one can estimate x, from bellow by a lower bound involving the
following elements: a lower bound of the volume, an upper bound of
the diameter and a lower bound of the Ricci curvature. Moreover, ba-
sing on an upper bound of ~~ obtained by S.Y.Cheng ([21]),  Yau con-
JeCtured  that one should be able to drop the dependency of the volu-
me in the last estimate. Therefore by combining  with Cheng's  result
this would give the best possible estimate of x, for a general com-
pact Riemannian manifold.
This conjecture was solved by P.Li ([31]).  His method depended
bassically on a gradient estimate of the first eigenfuctions. In pa-
rticular,  for compact Riemannian manifolds with non-negative Ricci
curvature, he obtained h1&n2/(4d2),  d being the diameter of the ma-
nifold. Because for these kind of spaces, the upper estimate of
Cheng is h.,<nn2/d2, n being the dimension of the manifold. One has
the following estimation of x, for a compact Riemannian manifold
with non-negative Ricci curvature
( 2 . 1 3 ) n2/4d2 6 x, 6 nn2/d2
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Recently, P.Li and S.T.Yau  ([32]) extended the above  estimates
to compact manifolds with boundary:
(a) For Dirichlet boundary valued problem, the estimate also de-
pends on the lower bound of the mean curvature of aM.
(b) For Neumann boundary valued problem, they need  to assume that
the second  fundamental form of aM is positive semidefinite.
When one considers  t, acting over exterior p-forms, there  exist
some interesting estimates of pi,, in this way one can see for ins-
tante [24],[42],[51].
(C) TO find the regularities of the eigenvalues sequence  in the
infinity (to  study the behaviour of the spectrum in the limit).
This problem has been intensely studied  and one has some satis-
factory answers for it. The centra1 idea can be explained as follows:
Given a compact Riemannian manifold. one consider  the function
(2.14) Z(t) = i e-!it
i=o
+ &pec(M,g)
(the same problem can be considered for SpecP(M,g)).
The function Z(t) is well defined for each t>O (by means of the
fundamental solution  of heat equation) and its behaviour when t-O+
is completely described by the well-known asymptotic expansion for-
mula of Minakshisundaram-Pleijel-Gaffney
(2.15) $ e-?ìt CV
t - o +
(4nt)-n'2
1
(ao+a,t+a2t2+....)
the coefficients  ai involving only Riemannian invariants of corres-
ponding degrees. For example, one knows a few coefficients:
aO = voi(M)
al
= 1/6  IM P dv
a 2 = 1/360  IM (2]R]2-2]S]2+5p2)dv
where R,S  and p denotes  respectively the Riemannian curvature tensor,
the Ricci curvature and the scalar  curvature (see for instante  [9]).
The coefficient  a3 has been computed  for T.Sakai [49].
3. THE INVERSE PROBLEM. As we said before, one can think in the
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following problem: Can one hear the shape of a manifold? (manifolds
are considered like vibrating membranes because they are not boun-
dary). This problem can be formulated with respect to the injecti-
vity of a map whose image looks too formidable today (to  seethe  fi-
rst problem). In fact one considers  the map
Spec:{Riemannian  structuresl-RN
is it injective?.
We know that the injectivity of this map is false in general.In
fact Witt discovered in 1941 two lattices  8, and ~2 in R 16 which a-
re not isometric but with the same number of elements of any given
norm. Therefore the two corresponding flat torus have the same spec-
trum (2.10) and they are not isometric [35].
In 1967, M.Kneser,[29], obtained the same result for two flat
torus of dimension 12.
Recently, M.Vigneras,[58], obtained two surfaces of Poincaré (
that is, surfaces with constant  curvature -1)  which have the same
spectrum but they are not isometric.
Since these examples have a discrete character, an open problem
is to decide whether or not the exists a nontrivial family (M,g(t))
of Riemannian structures over M with Spec(M,g(t))=Spec(M,g(o))  for
every t (isospectral deformation). In this sense, V.Guillemin  and
D.Kazhdan  ([25]) showed  that under certain  conditions, every isos-
pectral deformation of a negatively curved  Riemannian manifold is
isometric (and SO the deformation is trivial).
Por Kaehlerian isospectral deformations, one knows thatthe com-
plex projective space CP" with its canonica1 Kaehlerian strutture
does not admit non-trivial Kaehlerian isospectral deformations,[g],
(here Kaehlerian deformations means that each metric  in the defor-
mation must be Kaehlerian with the fixed complex strutture).  In the
same way M.Barros,[3], showed  that the complex quadric  of complex
dimension 3 with its canonica1 Kaehlerian strutture  (which is obtai-
ned from the fact that it is a complex hypersurface of CP41 does not
admit non-trivial Kaehlerian isospectral deformation.
Also, we can think of some special cases  of injectivity, for ins-
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tante,  one can study the following problem: WhL mannian manifol-
ds can be characterized by its spectrum?. It is ir that the fir-
st candidate to be characterized by its spectrum . ;t be the sphere
with its canonica1 metric. Many authors obtained partial  answers to
the following problem: If SpecP(M,g)=SpecP(Sn,go)  for some p, then
(M,g)  is isometric to (Sn,go) 7.
For instante. (S*,g,) is characterized by its spectrum over func-
tions ([g]).  S.Tanno  ([56]), by using the spectrum of A acting over
1-forms gave an affirmative answer to the above problem for nr2.3,
1 6 ,...93.
Other candidate to be characterized by its spectrum is the com-
plex projective space CP" endoved vith the Fubini-Study metric g,,
which, as it is well-known is the corresponding mode1 in Kaehlerian
geometry with constant  positive holomorphic sectional curvature.The-
refore the corresponding problem is : Let (M,J,g) a Kaehlerian mani-
fold and assume that SpecP(M,g)=SpecP(CPn,go),  can ve say that (M,
J,g)  is holomorphically isometric to (CPn,Jo,go)?  (here J, denotes
the canonica1 complex structuré over CP").
Probably the most complete ansver to this problem was obtained
by B.Y.Chen and L.Vanhecke, ([20]), which gave an affirmative ans-
wer to the above  problem vhen*p=2  and n+8.
An important contribution to this problem was obtained by M.Ba-
rros and B.Y.Chen, ([5]): Let Q, be the complex quadric  of complex
dimension 2. In general Q, is defined extrinsically as a complex hy-
persurface of CP"+' and after linear submanifolds it is the most im-
portant submanifold of CP"+', (it  vi11 play an important role in th-
is paper), then
THEOREM 3.1.- Let (M,J,g) be a Kaehler  surface vith Spec(M,g)  =
Spec(Q2,go).  If (M,J.g) satisfies one of the following conditions:
(1) the arithmetic genus a(M)%1 or
(2) the Hirzebruch index t(M)&0  or
(3) the Euler characteristic X(M),4
then (M,J,g) is holomorphically isometric to (Q,,J,,g,).
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Proof.- We will denote  by S (respectively SO) the Ricci tensor of M
(respectively of 02) and by p (respectively po ) the scalar  curvatu-
re Of M (respectively of 02).  Each assuption (l),  (2) or (3) implies
an integra1 inequality for M and Q, in terms of their corresponding
quadratics  invariants. For instante  (3) implies
(3.1) IM~iR?-‘+lS?+o%v  ) ~Q2{]Ro/2-4]So~+p~)dvo
therefore combining  this inequality with the equality a2=az  where
a2 (respectively a;)  denotes  the corresponding coefficient  in the
Minashisundaran-Pleijel-Gaffney asymptotic expansion for M (respec-
tively for Q2), one obtains
(3.2) IMtW2+~2~  dv < I Q2 W3012+~3 dv,
We reca11  that in general ]S]2bp2/4  and the equality holds if
and only if (M,J,g) is Einstein. Then by using this fact joint (3.2)
and the fact that Q, is Einstein (and SO po is constant) joint the
Schwartz inequality, one can prove that (M,Jg) is an Einstein Kaehler
surface. Now we use a well-known result due to H.Donelly, ((221) to
prove that (M,g)  is a symmetric space which must be simply connected
because its Ricci tensor is definite positive, ([30]). Therefore (M,
J,g) is a Hermitian symmetric space. If it is ireducible, it must be
CP2 ([27]) but this contradicts every assumption (l),(2) or (3).Thus
(M,J,g) is a reducible Hermitian symmetric space and SO the Rieman-
nian product  of two complex projective lines and holomorphically i-
sometric to (Q2,Jo,go).
Remark.-  (1) For general dimension, the problem of obtaining intrin-
sic characterizations of Q, by its spectrum looks formidable today.
(2) Q, is the first space characterized by its spectrum which has
not constant curvature (in the correct sense).(3)  The above  result
has important consequences, for instante,  (Q2,Jo,go)  is completely
characterized by its spectrum among al1 rational surfaces. Also a-
mong al1 topologica1 reducible Kaehler surfaces. In these cases, a(M)
=l and t(M)=O.  respectively.
There  exists other important contributions to the inverse prob-
lem, to see for instante  [43]  and [57].
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4. BASIC FORMULAS IN THEORY OF SUBMANIFOLDS. Now we will reca11
some fundamental facts in theory of submanifolds (a fundamental re-
ferente for that is [13].
Let Mn and $i+p be two Riemannian manifolds with dimension n and
n+p respectively. We will denote  by v and ! the Levi-Civita connec-
tions of M and w respectively. Now we assume that f:M-fi  is an iso-
metric immersion, then for any point xcM one has: The tangent space
of M at x, TxM;  the norma1 space of M via f at x, (TcMjf (sometimes
we will omit f) and the connection v 1 determined by f in the norma1
vector bundle TIM. Also X(M)  will denote  the Lie algebra of vcctcr
fields tangent to M and Xl;M)  the space of vector fields norma1 to
M via f.
As it is well-known, the most important geometrie  object associa-
ted to f is its second  fundamental form G, which is well defined via
the Gauss equation
(4.1) cJ(X,Y)  = PxY-vxY
for al1  X,YEX(M).That  is, o(X,Y) is the norma1 component of PXY.Pro-
perties of symmetry and bilinearlity of 0 are well-known.
The Weingarten endomorphisms of f are defined by means of Wein-
garten's  formula
(4.2) AEX = v;'-oxs
Ifor al1  X,YEX(M)  and EEX . That is AgX is, up the sign,  the tan-
gential  component of PXc.
One has the relation
(4.3) g(AEX,Y) = g(o(X,Y),s 1 for al1  X,YEx(M)  and gEx(M)'
g denoting the metric over M and i?.
The mean curvature vector of f is a vector field Hcx(M)' given
by
n
(4.4) H = (l/n)  1
i =l
o(Ei,Ei)
where tEi}  i=l,...,n, denotes  an-orthonormal  basis for the tangent
space of M at the corresponding point.
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One can define  the covariant derivative of 0 by
(4.5) (vo)x(Y,z)  = v~o(Y,Z)-o(vXY,Z)-e(Y,vXZ)
for al1  X,Y,ZsX(M).
- If a=O, the isometric immersion f is called totally geodesic.
- If H=O.  the isometric immersion f is called minimal.
- If vu=O,  the isometric immersion f is called parallel.
We will use the following sign for the Riemannian curvature R
of M (the same for others curvatures)
(4.6)R(X,Y,Z,W)  = g(([vx,vy]-vIx  yl )Z,W)  for al1 X,Y,Z,WEX(M)
The equations of Gauss and Codazzi for the curvature are given
by
(4.7)R(X,Y,Z,W)  = R(X,Y,Z,Wl+g(a(X,Z),o(Y,W))-g(u(X,W),o(Y,Z))
(4.8) (R(X,Y)Zf = (vo)X(Y,z)-(vB)y(X,z)
in both equations X,Y,Z,W EX(M) and 1 denotes  the norma1  component.
If RI denotes  the curvature tensor of VI, that is,
(4.9) RhYk = ([ v;,v;]-v;x,yl  )c X.YEX(M)  and EEX
I
then the equation of Ricci is
(4.10) R(X,Y,c,n)  = RI(X,Y,F.~)-~([A~,A~]X,Y)
Ifor al1 X,YEX(M)  and ~,QEx(M) .
5. SPECTRAL GEOMETRY OF SUBMANIFOLDS IN EUCLIDEAN SPACE. If M is
a Riemannian manifold, for each aRESpec(M,g), we consider  its corres-
ponding eigenspace VR and reca11  that LkVk  is dense in C-(M).
For each fEC-(M), ve denote  by f, the projection of f onto the
subspace  Vt (t=0,1,2,.... ), then one has the following spectral de-
composition
m
(5.1) f= L ft
t=o
in L2-sense  (bft=xtft).
in particular,  since dimVO=l,  f. is constant.
New we assume that y:M"-Em1s an isometric immersion of M in
an m-dimensiona1 Euclidean space. We will denote  by D the canonica1
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connection over Em. I f  A  i s  t h e  Laplacian o f  JI  acting  over Cm(M)  ,one
can extend A to Em-valued functions over M in nacural waY, if
F:M-Em  with F=(F1,..., Fm) with respect to a fixed basis on Em,then
one puts
(5.2) A,F = (AF~,...,AF~)
it  is  clear that this definition does not depend over the chosen La-
sis in Em. Moreover if  a denotes  a fixed vector in Em, one has
(5.3)A<a,F>  = Ca,AF> <,> being the Euclidean inner product.
In particular, if we consider +:M-Em, from (5.1)  and (5.2)
one get
(5.4)
a
*
. m= L’  Q~; Y~:M--+~
t=o
w i t h  A$~ = ).t*t
this sequence is  convergent  coordinate to coordinate in the i,‘.--I.J. -
s e  o v e r  C-(M). Moreover $C is  constant  and it  is called  the gravi?y
center of v.
(5.5) $0 = (l/vol(M)) e (M)dv
M
Since the decomposition l k Vk  is orthogonal, one has too
(5.6) I (Bu, Ji .~,  ’ = 0 f o r  u+vM
Now we will establish a very interesting theorem due to T.Taka-
hashi ([54]), but before we will  consider tne following
LEMMA 5.1 . - Let + :M’-i>.m an isometric  imrnersion  of an n-dimensiona1
Riemannian rnanitold ln the Eucliaean space. if H àenotes the mean
c u r v a t u r e  ve-io - ,. < ,  ther.
(5.7) A+ = -nH
Proof.- Let a be a fixed vector in Em  and consider <a,$>:M”-R. If
X,YrX(M), direct computations  give us
(d<a,y>:(X)  = X(ta,+>)  = <a,X>
(Hess <a,$>)(X,Y)  =  XY<a,+> - (vXY)(ca,*>)  =  <a,DXY> - ta,vXY> =
=<a,o(X,Y)>
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now frcrn (2.4!,  one has
n n
-a<a,$l>  = 1 Hess<a,.#>(Ei,Ei)  = Ca, 1 o(Ei,Ei)>  = <a,nH>
i=l i=l
because last formula is true for every a in the Euclidean space, one
obtains (5.7).
It is easy to prove the following relations
(5.8)
(5.3)
A$=-nH= 1
tal Xt*t
Aky= 1 kXt*t for al1 kcNt31
Definition.- Let w a finite subset of N. We will say that the isome-
tric immersion +:M-E m is of order w if $t=O for al1  trN-(wu{O}).
In particular  if W=(U) and 1~ is an isometric immersion of order O,
we will say that + is of order u. These  isometric immersion or the-
ir corresponding submanifolds have been called  by B.Y.Chen ([16])
submanifolds of finite type. According  the number of elements in w
we will use the terminology: mono-order, bi-order,...
Since our manifolds are assumed to be compact, we will give the
compact version  of Takahashi's theorem
THEOREM 5.2.- Let $:M"-Em be an isometric immersion of an n-dimen-
sional kiemannian manifold in the Euclidean space. Then + is of or-
der LI, for some ual (rnono-order)  if and only if * is minima1 in so-
me hyperspnere of Em. Moreover  if 1~ is of order u, then iu=n/r2 be-
ing r tne  radius of the corresponding hypersphere.
Proof.-  Suppose that + is of order u, for some ual,  then
(5.lG) v = vo+vu with AVU = xu*u
iiOW  from (5.7) and (5.10) one get
(5.11) hu(v-vo)  = -nH
First we will prove that e(M)  is contained  in some hypersphere
S of center *C. Let X be any vector field tangent to M, then
x<*-* o'v-vo> = 2<6-60> X> = -2(,n/xu)<H,X>  = 0
If we denote  by (I' (respectively ,) the second  fundamental form
of M in S (respectively of S in E'") and by H' (respectively H) the
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mean curvature vector of M in S (respectively of S in Em), then
n
(5.12) H = Hl+ (l/n)  1 o(Ei,Ei)
i=l
From (5.11) we see that H is norma1 to S, then (5.12) implies
that H'=O and SO M is minima1 in S.
The converse is trivial.
Let r be the radius of S and C=(u -$,)/r  a unit vector norma1  to
S. Since Ac=-(l/r)I,  from (5.12) one get
(5.13) H = -(P-$o)/r2
now from (5.11) and (5.13) one obtains that au=n/r2.
Remark.- The above result proves us that the spectrum of a Riemanni-
an manifold M containes information about the possible radius of
spheres in which M admits a minima1 isometric immersion.
In order to finish this section we will give two results ([16],
(471).  The first one can be looked  like a forma1 generalization of
the situation which we have found in Takahashi's  theorem. The second
one will be very useful along  this paper.
PROPOSITION 5.3.- Let O:M"-Em be an isometric immersion, then the
following conditions are equivalents:
(i) $is of order U, for some finite subset  w of N, with #(wl=k%l.
(ii)  There exists rea1 numbers ao,a,,...,ak-,  such that
(5.14) Ak*  = aoc+-Jlo)+alA$+...+ak-,,A k-l*
$. being the center of gravity of +.
Proof.-  Suppose w=tu,,..., ukl  and consider  the elementary symmetric
functions s,,...,sk  of (au ,...,x
1 'k
). From +=Y~+~~,+...+v~~  one has
Are  = Ar + +...+lr  V
u1 9 'k 'k
for al1 r
SO some direct computations give us
AklL = S1"k-1W2Ak-2~+.  . .+(-1 )k-l~k(Wo)
Conversely, assume Ak+=ao($-$o)+a,A$+...+ak-.,A k-l + fcr certain
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rea1 numbers aO,a,,...,ak-,, from (5.4) and (5.9) one obtains
1 +*
u 31
= aO$,Vu+a, 1 \~u+...+a~-,u>lak-'~u  and
"31 .
u~,(~~-aO-al~u-...-ak-,a~-')yu  = 0
since  this sequence  is L*-convergent. for any tcN.  tal. we apply
J M <Jlt.->dv to last formula and SO
(~~-ao-al~t-...-ak-,  $-‘)J <tit,Vt>dv = o
M
which implies that et=O for al1 tal except at most for k different
kvalues of t (just for the solu.tions  of the equation x -ao-al+..-
-ak-,A k-1=0).
PROPOSITION 5.4.- Let $:M"-.,Em  be an isometric  immersion. For any
two natura1 numbers k,t,l, one has
J ( <Ak+tM * ) $6SI <Ak+t-l *, tl>+s*<Ak+t-2y, *>+.  . .
+(-l)ksk<&,p>ldv  3 0
sr being the elementary symmetric functions of (x,,...,x~).  The equa-
lity holds if and only if I, is of order (1,2,...,k).
Proof.-  From (5.9) and direct computations, one has:
,k+t *-s,"k+t-'0+s*dk+t-**+.  . .+(-1 lkSk2' =
= 1 A~(Au-A1)hu-A2)...(~u-~~~~u  =
“al
= iuak+l
A:(A,-Al ).. .(Au-Ak)“”
By appliying J <+.->dv to the last formula, one get
J (<Ak+tM *, *Al <*k+t-' +,*>+s2<,ikct-*y,p+.  . .+(-1  )ksk&.y>)dv =
= 1uzk+l
A:(Au-A,)...(A”-Ak) JM <$",+u>dv  >I 0
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and the equality holds if and only if "u=O  for al1 u,N with u>k, th-
at is, if and only if v is of order {1,2,...,kl.
6. SUBMANIFOLDS OF A KAEHLERIAN MANIFOLD. Let (M,J,g) be a Kaeh-
lerian manifold with complex strutture  J. With respect to a Rieman-
nian manifold, nov one has an aditional strutture  J and SO it seems
natura1 to study submanifolds in R according  their behaviours with
respect to J.
In this sense, the first kind of submanifolds of a Kaehler ma-
nifold, vhich has been studied, is the family of complex submanifo-
lds. If M is a submanifold of (fi,J,g),  M is called complex if its
tangent space at any point is J-invariant
(6 .1 ) J(TxM)  = TxM for al1 x,M
in this case J can be induced  over M and SO, M is already a Kaehle-
rian manifold. Therefore, ve vi11 say Kaehler submanifolds.
If a submanifold M of (B.J,g) satisfies
(6.2) J(TxM) C T;M for al1 x,M
then M is called a totally rea1 submanifold. The family of totally
rea1 submanifolds of a Kaehlerian manifold has been studied  for
many authors too.
Let M be a rea1 hypersurface of a 2m-dimensiona1  Kaehlerian ma-
nifold, then one can choose  a loca1 unitanorma vector field 5 and
SO, one can put
(6.3) TxM = <Jc,>QD(x)
where D(x) denotes  the orthogonal complement  of <Jcx> in TxM and it
is obvious that it is the greatest holomorphic subspace  on T,M.
We see that a rea1 hypersurface of a Kaehlerian manifold is ne-
ver a Kaehlerian (respectively, totally real) submanifold. By exten-
ding the behaviour of a rea1 hypersurface with respect to the com-
plex strutture  of a Kaehlerian manifold, A.Bejancu ([lo]) defined
the concept  of CR-submanifold of a Kaehlerian manifold as follows:
A submanifold M of a Kaehlerian manifold (B,J,g) is called a CR-sub-
manifold if it admits a pair of distributions (D,DI) such that
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(1)  DI is the orthogonal complement  of D
(2) D is holomorphic and DI is totally real.
It is obvious that Kaehler submanifolds, totally rea1 submani-
folds and rea1 hypersurfaces are CR-submanifolds.
Take R=CPn+P, the (n+p)-dimensiona1  complex projective space
endowed of its canonica1 complex strutture  J, and the Fubini-Study
metric  g, of holomorphic sectional curvature 1. Let Mn be a Kaehler
submanifold of CP"+'  with complex dimension n. We choose  an orthonor-
mal basis of vector fields over CP"+'  tE,,...,En,JE,=E,+,...,JEn=E,,
F,,...' Ep,Jc,=C,+>..., JE~=E~+~  which is adapted to M. We will use
the following convention on the range of indices  unless otherwise
state:
a,b,..=l ,...,n i*= a* if i=a
i,j,k,r,s.=l > - . . f n,l*,...,n* -ia if i=a*
a,t3,=1,...,p 1°C
{
a*  if a=a
x,~,=l,...,p,l*,...,p* a if A=a  *
We also use the following nomenclature:
v= the Levi-Civita connection of M
O= the second  fundamental form of M in CPntP1v'= the norma1 connection over TIM (the norma1 bundle of M in
cP"+p
A= the Weingarten endomorphism of M in CPn+p.
The norma1 bundàe TIM of M is holomorphic and we will denote  by
J the complex structures over TIM and also over TM. Since CPn+p  is
a Kaehlerian manifold, the Gauss equation implies
(6.4) o(JX,Y)  = o(X,JY)  = Jo(X,Y) for al1 X,YEX(M)
therefore one has
(6.5) AJE = JAE and JAC  = -AFJ for al1 ~EX(M)I
as consequence M is minima1 (Every complex submanifold of a Kaehle-
rian manifold is minimal).
If R denotes  the curvature tensor of M, the Gauss equation is:
(6.6) R(X,Y,Z,W)  = g(u(X,W),u(Y,Z))-g(o(X,Z).o(Y,W))+(l/4)~g(X,W)
g(Y,Z)-g(X,Z)g(Y,W)+g(JX,W)g(JY,Z)-g(JX,Z)g(JY,W)+2g(X,JY)g(JZ,W))
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Now the Ricci curvature S of M is:
(6.7) S(X,Y) = -?$ g(X,Y) - 1 g(A;X,YL
x
and the scalar  curvature p of M is:
(6.8) p = n(n+l) - 1012,
where IaI  denotes  the length of the second fundamental form 0 ,
(6.9) loI = trlA:  = Jhh;jh;j ,
a(Ei,Ej) = L,h2jt,.  Finally,
x
the holomorphic  sectional curvature
determined by a unit vector x of M is given by:
(6.10) H(x) = 1 - 210(x,x)12  .
The following two lemmas are well-known (any-way their proofs
are very direct):
LEMMA 6.1.- Let Mn be ann-dimension&complexsubmanifold of CPnfp,
then:
(6.11) I:jI?=~n(n+l)~  In+-ì)loJ2  +.tr{ lAf12,
1
(6.12) [RI2  = 2n(n+l) - 41~1  2 + 2 1 (trAiA11)2,
J.!J
(6.13) -tAIoI 2 = lvo12+  RIDI'- 2tr(l
1
A:12 - 1 (trAhAPJ2.
AP
LEMMA 6.2.- Let Nm be a Kaehler manifold of complex dimension m,
then:
(6.14) &(m+l)mlRI 2 & 2mlSI  >r p2.2
Moreover:
(i) the first equality holds if and only if N has constant  holomor-
phic sectional curvature.
(ii) the second equality holds if and only if N is Einstein.
From (6.8),  (6.11) and the second inequality of (6.13) one get
(6.15) tr ( lA;12  & & /o14,
x
the equality holds if and only if M is Einstein.
Also we will consider  the following result due to B. Y. Chen and
K. Ogiue [19]  :
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THEOREM 6.3.- Let M be an algebraic hypersurface of degree d in
rl+lCP . Then we have
(6.16) IilR12-41SI  +p* 2} dv = Zn(n-l){(M
"z2)-(n+Zid+d2)  VOI(M)
7. EXTRINSIC CHARACTERIZATIONS OF SOME COMPLEX SUBMANIFOLDS
IN THE COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE. In section 3 we gave two interes-
ting results about the SO called  "inverse problem"  for the complex
quadric of small dimension. These  results was intrinsic.
In order to study the inverse problem for any complex quadric
one firstly must solve the following special problem: Let Mn be an
n-dimensiona1 Kaehler submanifold of CPn+q such that SpecP(M,g)  =
= SpecP(Qn,go)  for some p, is it true that M is congruent  to Qn ?.
Of course, here the Kaehler structures over M and Q, are the indu-
ced structures like complex submanifolds of CPn+q. In this sense,
we will cali extrinsic characterization of Q, by its spectrum to a-
ny answer of the above  problem.
Some partial answer to this problem have been obtained, [ 2 1,
[3 19  [41,[517 we will give here some of them.
'THEOREM 7.1,[5].-  Let (M,J,g) be an n-dimensiona] Kaehler manifold-
with SpecP(M,g)=SpecP(Qn,go)  for some p (p=O,l,...,2n).  g (M,J,g)
can be holomorphically isometrically  lmbedded  in CPm for some m,-_- -
then (M,J,g) is holomorphically lsometric  to (Qn,Jo,go).--- - - - -~ - -
Proof.-  The main idea of the  proof 1s to use some arguments  of Al-
gebraic  Geometry in order 10 reduce our problem io conslder  complex
hypersurfaces.  In fc3c‘t, be<-aui<~ (M,J,g) IS holomorphically isometri-
rally  imbedded in some Cpm, from a well  known result due to Chow,
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M is a nonsingular algebraic variety. As usual, we shall identify M
with its image in Cpm.
Let L be an (m-n)-dimensiona1  linear subspace  of CPm and let x
be the number of points in MnL. From the dimensiona1 theory for al-
gebraic manifolds, one obtains that x does not depend on the choice
of L, if L is in general position;i  is called  the degree of M. More-
over from a classica1 theorem due to W.Wirtinger,[sg],  one has,
(7.1) voi(M) = 1(4n)"/n!
On the other hand, since Q, is an algebraic hypersurface of de-
gree 2 in CP"+', we have
(7.2) vol(Q,)  = 2(4n)"/n!
and SO 1=2  because the volume is a spectral invariant. That is, M is
an algebraic submanifold of degree 2 in Cpm.  Now we use another well
known result due to W.Barth,[7], to obtain M is contained  in an (n+l)
dimensiona1 linear subspace  of Cpm.  Therefore, from theorem 6.3, one
has,
(7.3) 11R12-4]S12+p21dv  = I
M ' Qn
~IRo12-41So]2+p~~dvo
NOW we use the coefficients  of Minakshisundaram-Pleijel-Gaffney
formula joint the Schwartz inequality and the Einsteinian character
of 0, to obtain
(7.4) I (2n]S12-p21dv  E 0M
but this formula joint lemma 6.2 imply that M is Einstein. Finally
one uses a well-known  result due to B.Smyth,[52],  to conclude (M,J,g)
is holomorphically isometric  to (Qn,Jo,go).
When one only assumes that M is immersed, the extrinsic charac-
terizations are weaker that the above case. In a direct attack, it
seems natura1 to try find spectral invariants for Kaehler submani-
folds of CP m in terms of elements close  to the immersion (far ins-
tante, in terms of the second  fundamental form). In this line one
has the following:
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LEMMA 7.2. 5 -.- Let M1 @ M2 be two Kaehler submanifolds in Cpm.  If- -
SpecP(M1,g1)=SpecP(M2,g2)  for some p, then one has
(7,5) I
M1
{21V0~1~-41S.,  ]2-IR112)dv1  = f
M2
(2]0a~]~-4]S~/~-
-/R2]21dv2
This result allows us to give some extrinsic characterizations
of complex quadrics by its spectrum, for instante:
THEOREM 7.3.[5].-  Let (M,J,g) be an n-dimensiona] Kaehler manifold
(ria51  with  Spec2(M,g)=Spec2(Qn,g
8
). _If (M,J,g) can be holomorphica-
lly isometrically immersed in CP , for some m, then (M,J,g) is ho-
lomorphically isometric  to (Q,,J,,g,).
Remark.-  Since  the spectral invariant obtained in lemma 7.2, already
only depends on the volume and the tota1 scalar curvature, one can
characterize the Veronese imbedding (see 12.2) by its volume and
its tota1 scalar curvature (which are two spectral invariants) a-
mong al1 parallel Kaehler submanifolds of the complex projective
space,[6]. In particular  this imbedding is characterized by its spec-
trum among al1 the above  submanifolds.
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8. THE STANDARD IMBEDDING OF THE COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE IN
EUCLIDEAN SPACE. In this section we will describe  with some details
a very nice isometric  immersion of the complex projective space in
a Euclidean space which will play an important role in this paper.
We will cali it the standard imbedding. This imbedding has been used
for some authors to study different problems,[l7],[34],[46],[50],
[531 etc.
Let Cm+' be the usual (m+l)-dimensiona1  complex Euclidean space
endowed with the usual inner product < z,w>  = Rea1z.w-t for z =
(z, z,),  w = (wo,..,wm)  in-Cm+' (w means conjugate  and wt transpose).> . . 9
C m+l can be considered like vector space and SO CPm is defined as the
set of al1 complex lines of Cm+'. Let End(Cm+' ) be the space of al1
complex endomorphisms of Cm+'.
One defines a mapping $:CPmd End(Cm+')  as follows: If n is a
complex line of Cm+', then $(n):Cm+'---+  Cm+' 1s simply the orthogonal
projection over n . One notices the following facts on 0 :
(1) Q is one-to-one
(2) mm2 = o(n)  for al1 n E CP m
(3) rank (e(n)) = 1 for al1 n E CPm
(4) e(n)  is self-adjoint with respect to the inner product on
Cm+l , for all.  n E Cpm.
Conversely, any element in End(Cm+' 1 satisfying conditions (2),  (3)
and (4) is the orthogonal projection over some complex line of Cm+'.
Moreover, in this context, condition (3) is equivalent to
(3)'  Trace($(n))  = 1 for al1 n E Cpm.
Remark.-  If the homogeneous coordinates  of n E Cpm are
CZ z ) for a chosen basis on Cm+l0"" m , then $(n)  with respect to such
basis is given by
(8.1)
1 -t
-7 z .z
Z.Z
Consider the space of al1 Hermitian matrices  of order m+l
(8.2) HM(m+l,C)= tA E gl(m+l,C)  1 At= A)
2which is a linear subspace  of gl(m+l,C)  with dimension (m+l)  .
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O? Hr:(m+l,C)  one defin the metric
(8.3) g(A,B) = 2TraceAB for al1 A, B E HM(m+l,C).
We define  the following subset of HM(m+l,C)
(8.4) cpm ={AE HM(m+l,C)  1 AA = A and Trace  (A)=  1 }
LEMMA 8.1.-  CPm is a submanifold of HM(m+l,C)  which is diffeomorphic-
to the homogeneous space U(m+l)/U(l)xU(m),  U(m) being the unitary-
group of order m.
Proof.-  If A E CPm , it is a Hermitian matrix and SO there exists P in
U(m+l) with
PAP-'=
From (8.4),  one obtains that hi=l  for a fixed index and hj = 0, i# j.
Therefore, we can assume
PAP--1 =
1
( )
0 = B.
*-0
We will say that B is the origin  of CPm and SO we can look CPm like
the orbit  of B under the U(m+l)-action  over HM(m+l,C)  given by
(P,A) PAP-' for al1 (P,A)  in U(m+l)xHM(m+l,C).  Moreover  it is easy
to see that the isotropy subgroup of B is U(l)xU(m)  which proves the
lemma.
For al1 A E Cpm, we denote  by TA(CPm)  the tangent space of Cpm
at A identified by means of o with a subspace  of HM(m+l,C).  Similarly
we have the norma1 space at A, Ti(CPm). Then one has
LEMMA 8.2.- For each point A E CPm , one has
TAKPm) = 1 X E HM(m+l,C)  / XA+AX=X 1,
T;(CPm)  = { Z E HM(m+l,C)  / AZ = ZA 1.
Proof.-  Let u:I  --bCPm be d curve with a(O)  = A and a'(O) = X, then
a( = a(t)  and SO, a'(t)a(t)  + a(t)  a'(t) = a'(t),  in particular
when t=O, one get XA+AX=X which proves the first inclusion.
Because for each P in U(m+l) the mapping HM(m+l,C)-~-+HM(m+l,C)  given
by A- PAP- 11s an isometry, it is enough to cstablish  the equality
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at the origin  B E Cpm. Moreover, it is easy to see that
dim (X E HM(m+l,C)/XB+BX=X  } = 2m, which proves the first equality.
the second equality can be proved using a direct argument.
Remark.-  The vector fields along Cpm given by A-A and A-1
(where 1 denotes  the identity matrix of order m+l) are obviously
norma1 to Cpm. Also the vector fields given by A-AQ+ QA- 2AQA
are tangent to CPm for all.  QinHM(m+l,C).
The following relations admit a direct proof
AXY = XYA
AXA = 0
(8.5
i
X(1-2A) = -CI-2A)X
(I-2Aj2=  1
I-2A)XY  = XY(I-2A)
for al1 A E CPm and X, Y E TA(CPm), and they will be very useful
along this paper.
LEMMA 8.3.- Let D be the Levi-Civita connection of HM(m+l,C),  0 the-
induced  connection over Cpm, 0 the second fundamental form of
$ :CPm+-GHM(m+l,C),  Ol the norma1 connection, K the Weingarten
endomorphism and fi the mean curvature vector, then
(8.6) oxY = A(D~Y) + (D~Y)A - ~A(D~Y)A
(8.7) à(X,Y) = (XY+YX)(I-2A)
(8.8) a;z = D~Z + ~A(D~Z)A  - (D~~)A - A(D~Z)
(8.9) 'izX  = (XZ.-ZX)(I-2A)
(8.10) I? = &CI-  (m+l)A)
where X,Y are tangent vector fields of Cpm, Z is a norma1 vector
field of Cpm, A any point of CPm and the above  formulas are computed
at A.-
Proof.-  Assume 0 and à defined respectively by (8.6) and (8.7).
Take A E Cpm, X E TA(CPm)  and Y E X(CPm). Leto:I--+CPm  be a curve
with a(O)  =A and a'(O) =X.  Since Y(t) E To(,)(CPm)  one has
a(t)Y(t) + Y(t)a(t)  5 Y(t), therefore
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(0) = XY + YX + A(DXY) + (DXY)A
where we put Y by Y(O). Hence
O(X,Y) = (XY+YX)(I-2A)  = (DXY-A(DXY&Q)XY)A)(I-2A)  =
= -( A(DXY) + (DXY)A-  2A(DXY)A  1 + DXY = DXY - ?,Y.
SO it is enough
norma1 to CPm
to prove that P,Y  is tangent to CPm and g(X,Y) is
which is trivial.
In order to prove (8.8) and (8.9)  we take a norma1 vector field 2
over Cpm, then a(t)Z(t) = Z(t)a(t)  and SO
X2 + A(DXZ) = (DXZ)A + ZX, and
x,X  = (XZ-ZX)(I-2A) = ?;Z - DXZ.
Now from Weingarten formula it is enough to prove that iiZX is tan-
gent to Cpm and ?xZ is norma1 to Cpm, but it is also trivial.
Finally, to prove (8.101, it is enough to prove that at the origin
B of CPm and use the argument that the mappings A +-o PAP-' are
isometries of HM(m+l,C)  for al1 P in UM(m+l).  Then one takes the
orthonormal basis {E,,..,Em,E,+,..,EmU)  of TB(CPm)  given by
k
then, a direct computation proves that
= -& (I-  (m+l)B).
LEMMA 8.5.- Let f be the diffeomorphism obtained in lemma 8.1. Then
f is already an isometry when one considers  on U(m+l)/U(l)xU(m)  the
metric of Fubini-Study with holomorphic sectional curvature c =l
and on CPm the metric indueed via 0 from the Euclidean metric on
HM(m+l,C).
Proof.-  Since both metrics  are U(m+l)-invariants,  it is enough to
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prove that the diferential of f at the origin  is a linear isometry
between the corresponding tangent spaces
f: U(m+l)/U(l)xU(m) m-CP , f<[P]> = PBP-'.
If o = [Il,  one knows that
To(  U(m+l)/U(l)xU(m)  ) = ( /acCm 1
and the Fubini-Study metric  of holomorphic sectional curvature c=l
is given by
We take a curve ~:I+U(m+l)  with u(0)  =1 and
and consider  e:I-U(m+l)/U(1)xU(m)  given by e(t)  =[,(t)]  . Then
= (foe)' = (a(t)Ba(t)-l)'(O) =
which proves the lemma.
LEMMA S.6.-  Let J be the natura1 complex strutture  over
U(m+l)/U(l)xU(m).  The induced complex strutture  over CPm via the
diffeomorphism f is given by
J(X) = \I-i  (I-2A)X for al1 X g ??,(CPm).
Proof.-  We will prove the formula at the origin. As it is well-known
the complex strutture  j at the origin  of U(m+l)/U(l)xU(m)  is given
b’
if(-it  t)c TB(CPm), the induced complex strutture  is
= dfoaj(dfo)-’ = J-ì ’ -a =
at  0
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The following proposition gives some geometrica1 properties of
the imbedding @ :CPm- HM(m+l,C)  which will be very useful.
PROPOSITION 8.7 The isometric immersion $:CPm-HM(m+l,C)  satisfies
(a) It is an U.(m+l)-equivariant  isometric detbedding.
(b) ;(JX,JY)  = ù(x,Y) for al1 x, Y & TA(cPm).
(c) 0, = 0, that is the imbedding is parallel.
(d) It is minima1 in a hypersphere of center (l/m+l)I  and radius
J 2m/(m+l)  . As consequence it is mono-order and the order is one.
Proof.-  (a) It is an immediate consequence from lemma 8.1  and 8.5
if we reca11 that U(m+l)-equivariant  means that every isometry of
CPm determined by the elements of U(m+l) can be obtained as the res-
triction to cpm of some isometry of HM(m+l,C).
(b) It follows from (8.5),  (8.7)  and lemma 8.6.
(c) Let X,Y,,Y2  be three vector fields tangent to Cpm,  then by
using (b) and the fact that CPm is Kaehlerian, one get
(?o)x(JY,,JY,)  = (?O),(Y,,Y,).
As consequence (Vù),(Y,JY)  = 0 for al1 X,Y tangent to Cpm.  Now from
Codazzi's  equation one has
(?o)x(X,X)  = 0 for al1 X tangent to Cpm,  which proves (c).
(d) Let A be any point of CP", then
g(A- &I,A- &?I)  = 2Trace (A-AI+2
m
(m+l)"
1) =2m
m+l .
This proves that CP is contained  in a sphere S of centermGI
and radius f 2m/Cm+l).
Moreover  the mean curvature vector H of Cpm-HM(m+l,C)  in A is
given by
HA = ACI-(m+l)A)  = - g(A-AI)
which proves that HA is norma1 to S at A, therefore the mean curva-
ture vector of CPm in S is trivial.
From the Takahashi's theorem, @ is mono-order, of order u 2 1, with
h U = dimCPm/(radiusS)2 = m+l. But the first eigenvalue of CPm
is m+l, then u =l.
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We will finish this section by given two technical lemmas which
admit a direct proof
LEMMA S.S.- For the imbedding $ :CPmdHM(m+l,C)  one has:
(8.11) g(.b(x,Y),S(v,w))  = &g(x,y)g(v,w)  + ; {g(x,w)g(y,v)  t
+ g(X,V)g(Y.W)  + g(X,JW)g(Y,JV)  + g(X,JV)g(Y,JW)1
(8.12) x;(x,y)V = &g(X,Y)V+  $ (g(Y,V)X+g(X,V)Y+g(JY,V)JX+
g(JX.V)JY  1.
(8.13) g(O(x,Y),I)  = o.
(8.14) g(G(X,Y),A)  = - g(X,Y).
LEMMA 8.9.- -Let X, Y be two orthonormal vectors in TA(CPm).  Then
(8.151 S(5(X,X),G(X,X))  = 1,
(8.16') t 2 S(O(X,X)
If one  has g(X,JY) = 0,
~(8.17) gto(x,x),o(Y,Y)
(8.17'3 g(“(X,Y),G(x,Y)
,O(Y,Y)) 2 1.
then
,=a,
)=$.
9. A NEW WAY TO STUDY SPECTRAL GEOMETRY OF SUBMANIFOLDS IN THE
COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE. The theorem of Takahashi (theorem 5.2)
gives a very nice spectral characterization for minima1 submanifolds
of a sphere. But it implicitly depends on the standard immersion of
the sphere in the Euclidean space (as the geometrica1 locus of points
having constant  distante  to a fixed point). Let Sm-'(r)  be an (m-l)-
dimensiona1 sphere of radius r in Em, if <,>  denotes  the Euclidean
metric on Em, then
Sm-1(r) = {a E Em / <a,a> = r21.
Consider the inclusion i:Sm-'(r)  -Em or standard imbedding. If Mn
denotes an n-dimensiona1 (compact) Riemannian manifold, then M ad-
mits a minima1 isometric  immersion T in Sm-'(r) if and only if the
isometric immersion $= i.r:M"  - Em has the simplest spectral beha-
viour, that is, it is mono-order of order u
JI = tJo  + *u f
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with
and bh = lue,.  Moreover  x,,
This results sugests us [46]  to consider  the following way to
study spectral geometry of submanifolds in the complex projective
space. First, it seems natura1 to try to find a good isometric im-
mersion of CPm in a Euclidean Ispace, say for instante
@XPrn-----b  .E N
and SO study submanifolds M in CPm (r:M"-Cpm)  by looking the spec-
tra1 behaviour of the isometric immersion $= 0 .'I tM"-EN. Of cour-
se this idea can be extended to other symmetric spaces  (see for
instante  [17]).
In this sense, we will use the isometric imbedding +:CPm-HM(m+l,C)
defined in the last section.
For example, one can put the following problem, which is formally _
like in the theorem of Takahashi: Assume that r:Mn-CPm is an
isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold Mn in Cpm. Using
+:CPm+HM(m+l,C)  one can see Mn like a submanifold:in  the Eu+.
clidean space HM(m+l,C)
y:M"-HM(m+l,C).
The spectral behaviour of 9 must be closely related to the geometry
of the immersion ,:M"-rCP m. 1s the minimality of T equivaient to
the simplest spectral behaviour of 9 (to  be mono-order)?
We will see in section 11 that this problem is not true because if
M is a Kaehler submanifold of Cpm,  then it is minimal.  On the other
hand , we will prove that the only complex submanifolds forwhich  rl, is
mono-order are totally geodesic  and SO linear varieties.
Therefore a more solid first problem is: TO try to study the subma-
nifolds f:M"--&P m such that the corresponding isometric immersion
#:M"-HM(m+l,C) is mono-order ( of order ~21). In section 11,
we will classify al1 CR-minima1 submanifolds in CPm satisfying last
condition. As we will see the solution  obtained indicates  that
complex submanifolds admit a more involved behaviour with respert
to the spectral character of Q and SO we will study in a second  pro-
blem complex submanifolds in CPm whose isometric immersion 0 is
bi-order.
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IO. THE VOLUME OF A MINIMAL  SUBMANIFOLD IN THE COMPLEX PROJECTI-
VE SPACE. We reca11 that a submanifold r:M--bCPm  is called a CR-
-submanifold  if it admits a pair of complementary  distribution
(D,Dl) such that D is holomorphic and DI is totally real. In general
we will denote  M by M2n'q where 2n indicates  the rea1 dimension of
D and q the dimension of Dl.
Given a submanifold r:Mn-+CPm, one consider  0 :M"- HM(m+l,C),  where
*= 4l.T . Let HA be the norma1 component to CPm of the mean curvatu-
re vector of *. We will start this section by giving the best posi-
ble estimation for the length of H1,[17],[46].
LEMMA lO.l.-  (a) Let Mn be an n-dimensiona1 submanifold of Cpm,  then- -
(10.1)
n+l
2n 2 g(Hl ,H-?  2 g .
Moreover, the first equality (respectively the second equality) holds
if and only if Mn1s totally rea1 (respectevily n is even and Mn is
Kaehlerian).
(b) In particular  if M2n+q  is CR-submanifold of Cpm,  then
(10.2) g(HI,HI)  = (2n+qJ2+4n+q
2(2n+q) 2 *
Proof.-  Take any point A in M and an orthonormal basis (E,,..,E,)  of
TAM, then trivially one has n
HL=;  1
1=1
0(~~,Ei).
Now we use lemma 8.9 to obtain
g(Hl,HI)  = 1 r
n2 i"j g(~(Ei,Ei),"(Ej,Ej))  = ~ + 1 I g<Ei,JEj~2.2n2 ij
Define  the endomorphism P on TAM by <PX,Y > = <JX,Y> for al1  X,Y in
TAM. then
(10.3) g(Hl,Hl)  = $ + .+g(p,p).
2n
Because P 1s nothing but the tangential component of J, one has
(10.4) 0 2 g(P,P) 2 n,
where the first equality (respectively, the second equality) holds
if and only if M is totally rea1 at A (respectively, n 1s even and
Mn 1s Kaehlerian at A). Now (10.1) follows  from (10.3) and (10.4)
and the equalities (%O.l)  are also characterized.
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ib) If M2n+q1s a CR-submanifold, at any point A in M, one can choose
and orthonormal basis of TAM.  say for instante  (E,,..,En,JEl,..,JEn,
F , , . . 1 Fq}  where {E,,..,En,JE,,...JEnl  span DA and {F1,..,Fp}  span
I
DA ' Now we use lemma 8.9 and a direct computation like in the
proof of (a) to obtain (10.2).
LEMMA 10.2.-  Let M2n+q be a CR-submanifold of CPm & àM the res-
triction of the second fundamental form of +:CPm--+HM(m+l,C)  to-
the tangent bundle of M. Then
(10.5) L?(àM.àM)  = $ {(2n+qj2+4n+3q  1.
The proof is again  an immediate consequence of lemma 8.9.
COROLLARY 10.3.-  Let M2n+q be a CR-submanifold of Cpm.  Denote  by p
the scalar  curvature of M and by H (respectively by 0 1 the mean
curvature vector (respectively  the second fundamental form) of M in-
cpm. Then
(10.6)
D = (*n+q)2+4n-q
4
+ (*n+q)*g(H,H)  - ]o]*.
Proof.-  It is easy to see that
D= (2n+qj2g(H,H)  + (2n+q)*g(Hl,Hl)  - IO]*-  làMI*.
Now (10.6)  follows from last formula joint formulas (10.2) and (10.5).
In order to obtain an estimate for the volume of any minima1 subma-
nifold of Cpm, we start by recalfing the following proposition [14]
PROPOSITION 10.4.-  Let Mn be an n-dimensiona1 submanifold in the
Euclidean space Em, then
(10.7) J M ]H']"dv 2 cn v
where H' denotes  the mean-curvature  vector of M and cn the volume of~
the n-dimensiona1 unit sphere. Moreover  the equality in (10.7) holds
if and only if M is imbedded as the standard sphere in a (n+l)-di--
mensional afin subspace  of Em.
Now we obtain the following theorem,[46]
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THEOREM 10.5.-  Let Mn be an n-dimensiona1 minima1 submanifold of Cpm,
then
(10.8) voi(M) 2 c&)'
Proof.-  Because M is minima1 in Cpm, Hl is essentially the mean cur-
vature vector of M in HM(m+l,C). Therefore from (10.1) and (10.7)
one get (10.8).
If M = S* = CP' it is obvious that the equality in (10.8) follows.
Conversely, assume that equality in (10.8) holds, then one obtains:
(i) from the equality in (10.7), Mn is imbedded as a standard sphere
of certain  radius R in an (n+l)-dimensiona1  Euclidean space, and
(ii)  from equality in the second  part of (10.11, n is even, say
n=2k and M2k .is a complex submanifold of Cpm.
In particular  Mn= S2k(R) must be a Kaehler manifold and SO k=l.
But vol(M*)  = R2c2 and SO from the equality in (10.8) one get R=l.
Furthemore M* is already a CR-minima1 submanifold of CPm and SO
from (10.6) one get p= 2- 101*, which implies that CI= 0 and the
proof is finish.
Remark.-  The stimate obtained in the last theorem has been improved
by B. Y. Chen (see [17]).
11. THE FIRST EIGENVALUE OF A MINIMAL  SUBMANIFOLD IN THE
COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE. The main  purpose of this section is to ob-
tain an upper bound for the first eigenvalue of a minima1 submanifold
of cpm. The estimate obtained will be the best posible.
We start be solving the following problem : Let M2n+q be a CR-minima1
submanifold of CPm (T:M--+  Cpm) then M can be looked  as a submanifold
of a certain  Euclidean space ( y:M+  HM(m+l,C),  $=$.T). From
Takahashi's  Theorem it seems natura1 to ask: When M is minima1 in
some hypershere of HM(m+l,C)  ?. The complete solution  to this problem
is given in the following theorem, [46]
THEOREM ll.l.-  Let M2n'q be a CR-minima1 submanifold of Cpm. Then M-
is minima1 in some sphere of HM(m+l,C)  if and only if either:
(a) q=O and M2n1s a tota117  geodesic  complex submanifold of CPm,or- -
(b) n=O and Mq is a totally totally rea1 submanifold of CPm for-
which there exists a totally geodesic  complex submanifold CPqof CPm-
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such that Mq is a totally rea1 submanifold of CPq.
Proof.- First we prove the sufficient  condition . Let M2n be like in
(al,  then M2n must be some linear variety CP" and SO it admits an
isometric  imbedding +:CP"--,.HM(n+l,C)  which is certainly minima1
in a sphere ( see Proposition 8.7). Suppose now that Mq is in situa-
tion (b).  For each  point A in Mq, one takes an orthonormal basis
fE ,,..,E
of TACP qq
1 in TAM, then {E.,,..,Eq,JE,,.., JEq) is an orthonormal basis
. If Hl (respectively 0') denotes  the mean curvature vector
(respectively the second  fundamental form) of $:Mq--b,HM(q+l,C)
and because ,:Mq-CPq  is minimal,  then
H’ = ’4 Fi=l
o'(Ei,Ei) = 1 7 ;(E~,E~).
q i=l
Nov .from  proposition 8.7 and lemma 8.3, one obtains
HA = gq( 7 ;(E~,E$ + 1 ~(JEi’JEi)  ) = ‘IA =
i=l i=l
=G(I-  (q+l)A) = - g(A-&I)  for al1 A in M.
As Mq is immersedthroughCPq  in a sphere of HM(q+l,C),  whose center
is &I. last formula proves us that Mq must be minima1 in such a
sphere.
Now we will prove the necessary  condition. Assume that M2n+q  is a
CR-minima1 submanifold of CPm which is minima1 in some sphere, say
S of HM(m+l,C). Let.Q  be the center of S, it is clear  that one can
assume that Q is a diagonal matrix, otherwise one uses the repeated
argument of the isometry of type A- PAP-' for some P in U(m+l).
Let Hl be the mean curvature vector of $:M-HM(m+l,C).  Because M
is minima1 in S,H'  must be norma1 to S at each point of M and SO
H' =h(A-Q)  where h is a non-zero constant  and A denotes  any point
of M in which is computed  H'.
On the other hand and because M is minima1 in Cpm,  Hl 1s also norma1
to CPm at each point A in M. Therefore one get Q E Ti(CPm)  at each
point A E M. Consequently M is contained  in the linear subspace  L
of HM(m+l,C)  defined by
Suppose
L = (A E HM(m+l,C)  / AQ = QA 1.
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Q  =  ( al**al..ar*sa  ).
r
Then
CPmH  L ={(7L,  ) such that A: = Ai and L,TraceAi=  1).
r
Because each Ai is a Hermitian matrix with AT = Ai, then for al1 A
in M there exists a index j E (l,..r) such that TraceAj  = 1 and
TraceAi  = 0 i # j. Therefore
0
cpm,,  =
j~l~ e*Aj
( )
such that Ai=Aj  and Traceij  = 1
**0
1
But M is connected and SO it must be contained  in some component  of
cpm L, that is M C CPk, k 2 m. On the other hand M is also minima1
in the great sphere S L. Therefore the problem is reduced  to study
CR-minima1 submanifolds of CP' which are minima1 in a sphere of
HM(r+l,C)  whose center is a1, with a E R and 1 being the identity ma-
trix of order r+l.
The mean curvature vector H' of M in HM(r+l,C)  is nothing but Hl
because M is minima1 in CP', then
Hl 1= -1 G(E~,E~),2n+q
which joint lemma 8.8 imply
(11.1) gd, A-a1)  = -1.
Now by using (10.2), (11.1) and since HI=H'=  h(A-aI), one get
hy -g(HL,HL)  = _ (2n+q)2+4n+q  ,
2(2n+q12
and SO 2
(11.2) g(A-aI,A-a1) = - A = 2(2n+q)
(2n+qj2+4n+q
for al1 A in M.
Notice  that formula (11.2) gives us the radius of the sphere S..
On the other hand
(11.3) g(A-aI,A-a1)  = 2-4a+2a2(r+l).
From (11.2) and (11.3) one get the following equation
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(11.4) (r+1)~(2n+q);!+4n+q~a2  - 2((2n+q)2+4n+qla  + 4n+q = 0,
and SO one has
(11.5) (2n+q)2 1 r(4n+q) and 4nq => 5nq,
which implies n=O and q=r (case (b)) or q=O and n=r (case (a)).
The following lemma can beloolced as a special case of a formula
due to R. C. Reilly [45].  Any way we obtain it by using a more simple
method,[47].
LEMMA 11.2.-  Let +:M"-bEN be an isometric  immersion of a Riemannian
manifold in the Euclidean space. If H' denotes  the mean curvature
vector of $ and x, the first eigenvalue of M, then-
(11.6) n g(H',H')  dv - hlvol(M) 2 0.IM
Proof.-  First one takes k=t=l in proposition 5.4 to obtain
(11.7) IM
g( b"u,u)  dv - x1 I !J(A$, u) dv ' 0,M CZ
the equality holding if and only if J, is of order 1.
Now it is not difficult to see that
(11.8) Ag($,$)  = -2n+2g($,A$)  = -2n(l+g(H',  $)),
where we used formula (5.7).
From (5.7) and (11.7) one get
n2
I
g(H'
M
,H') dv + +n g(H',+)  dv => 0,lM
which combined  with (11.8) gives us (11.6).
COROLLARY 11.3,[  17].- Let Mn be a minima1 submanifold of Cpm.  Then
(11.9)
n+2
hl <= -2 .
Moreover  the equality holds if and only if n is even and M=CPn/2-
imbedded in CPm as a totally  geodesic  complex submanifold.
Proof.-  Since Mn is minima1 in Cpm, the mean curvature vector of Mn
in HM(m+l,C) is H'. Furthermore, from (IOJ),
gd ,HI)  <= y ,
now (11.9) follows from (10.1) and (11.6).
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Assume now x1 = (n+2)/2, then one has the second equality in (10.1)
which implies that n is even, say n= 2k and M 2 kis a complex subma-
nifold of Cpm. Moreover  one has equality in (11.6) gives 'us that
v:M 2k -0 HM(m+l,C)  is of order one, in particular it must be mono-
order and SO from Takahashi's theorem $ is minima1 at some sphere
in HM(m+l,C), from theorem 11.1 it is totally geodesic.
Using the same method B. Y. Chen,[?7],  showed  the following
PROPOSITION 11.4.-  Let Mn be a minima1 submanifold of RPm (the m-
dimensiona1 rea1 projective space with sectional curvature 1). Then
x1 2 2(n+l).
Moreover  the equality holds if and only if Mn is a RP" imbedded as-
a totally geodesic  submanifold in RPm.
PROPOSITION 11.5.-  Let Mn be a minima1 submanifold of QPm ( the m--
dimensiona1 quaternion projective space with quaternion sectional
curvature 1). Then
n+4X,22'
Moreover  the equality holds if and only if n is a multiple of 4 and-
M is a QP n/4 imbedded in QPm as a totally geodesic  submanifold.
COROLLARY 11.6,[461.-  Let M2n+q be a CR-minima1 submanifold of Cpm.-
Then
(11  .lO) x1 a
(2n+qj2 +4n+q.
2(2n+q)
Moreover  if the equality holds, then either: (a) q=O and M2n is a
totally geodesic  complex submanifold of Cpm, or (b) n=O and Mq is a- - - ~
minima1 totally rea1  submanifold of some CP9 totally geodesic  com-
plex submanifold in Cpm.
Proof.-  The formula (11.10) is an immediate consequence from (11.6)
and (10.2). The equality in (11.10) holds if and only if the corres-
ponding immersion $:M--,HM(m+l,C)  is of order 1, in particular it is
mono-order and SO from theorem 11.1 one obtains the second part.
CQROLLARY 11.7, [46 j.- Let M2n+q be a CR-minima1 submanifold of CPm
which is minima1 at some sphere of HM(m+l,C).  Then
40
(2n+Gj2+  4n+q E Spec(M  g)
2(2n+q) f .
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Proof.-  If R denotes  the radius of the sphere in which M is minima1
then for Takahashi's theorem, one get
(2n+q)/R2 c Spec(M,g).
la (11.2) gives us that
R2 = 2(2n+q)
2
(2n+qj2+4n+q  '
Moreover  formu
COROLLARY 11. 8,[46],[23].-  Let M2n be a complex submanifold of Cpm.
Then
Moreover  the equality holds if and only if M2n is totally geodesic.
COROLLARY 11.9,[46].-  Let Mq- be a minima1 totally rea1 submanifold
of cpm.-
(i) If there  exists a linear subvariety CP9 such that Mq is a tota-
lly rea1 submanifold of CPq, then (q+1)/2 E Spec(M,g).
(ii)  If i,= (q+1)/2, then there exists a linear subvariety CPq of CPm- -
such that M is a totally rea1 submanifold of CPq.
Proof.-  (i) It follows from corollary 11.7 because in this case n=O.
(ii)  It follows from the second part of corollary 11.6.
12.PARALLEL  COMPLEX SUBMANIFOLDS OF THE COMPLEX PROJECTIVE
SPACE.- In last section we knew that the only complex submanifolds
of CPm which are minima1 in some' sphere of HM(m+l,C)  are totally
geodesic  and therefore, under conditions we are assuming in this pa-
per, they are linear subvarieties. Consequently these submanifolds
are the unique complex submanifolds of CPm whose corresponding iso-
metric  immersions $:M--+  HM(m+l,C)  admit the simplest spectral be-
haviour (they are mono-order).
After totally geodesic  complex submanifolds, parallel  complex
submanifolds ( that is, complex submanifolds with parallel second
fundamental form) are the more simple complex submanifolds. There-
fore it seems natura1 to study the spectral behaviour of
#:M--O  HM(m+l,C)  when M is a parallel  complex submanifold of Cpm.
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In this section we study parallel complex submanifolds of CPm which
are Einstein. First we will give some examples of such kind of sub-
manifolds which are not totally geodesic
12.1. The complex quadric.-  Consider the imbedding +:CP"+'-bHM(n+2,C)
given in section 8. The standard projection of Cn+2-{O)  over CP"+'
is given as follows: For al1 z=(z O'..'zn+,) E c n+2-(0)
2 l---b +(z)  = (l/zzt)zt.z
On CP"+' one consider  the homogeneous coordinate system (zO,..,zn+.,  1
determined from the above  projection. As we know the complex quadric
is defined by Q, = ((zo,..,zn+,)  E CP"+'/  lzi2=  0 1 . Q, is a complex
hypersurface of CP"+' which is holomorphically isometric  to the Her-c
mitian symmetric space SO(n+2)/SO(2)xSO(n).  In order to identify Qn
in HM(n+2,C)  by means of the imbedding + one notices that
e(A)  = A = (I/z?~)?~z and AA t -t 2-t= (l/ZZ ) 2 ( r,i2)2
for al1  A E CP"+'. Therefore
Q, = (A E CPn+l/ AAt = 0 1.
We also reca11 that Q, has parallel second  fundamental form. Moreo-
ver a well-known  result due to Smyth,[52],  affirms that the only
Einstein complex hypersurfaces ( of course  complete) of the complex
projective space are (up  congruente)  linear  subvarieties and
complex quadrics.
12.2 The Veronese imbedding.- Let Sk(Cnfl~~ ) be the complex vector
space whose elements are homogeneous polynomials of degree k over
n+lc . Denote  by Sc its dual space. If d=dimSk-1,  one considers  the
complex projective space CPd over S# . For each point z E C n+l , one
can define  F(z)  E S$ by
F(z):Sk4C F(z)(p) = P(z) for al1  polynomials P E Sk.
It is clear  that F(hz)(P)  = hkF(z)(P)  for al1 1 EC. It proves that
F:C"+'L.S $ defines a rational mapping f:CPn-CPd which gives a
holomorphic imbedding.
If one considers  over CPd the Fubini-Study metric  with constant  ho-
lomorphic sectional curvature 1, then the standard metric  via f
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induces over CP"the  Fubini-Study metric with constant  holomorphic
curvature c= l/k. In particular  when k= 2, the isometric  imbedding
f:CP"(1/2)  -CPa has parallel second fundamental form and it is
called the Veronese imbedding.
12.3. The Segre imbedding.-  One starts by taking the tensorial pro-
duct mapping
C n+l n+lx c  --bcn+laCn+l = Cnm+n+m+l,
defined  by (z,w)  - z@w.
If h, u EC, then (xz,pw) CD X:N(Z@W) and SO this mapping induces a
holomorphic one which  1s already holomorpnic imbedding from CPnxCPm
In CP nm+n+m . This imbedding 1s called the Segre imbedding. If one
takes on CPnm+n+m the Fubini-Study metric with holomorphic sectional
curvature one, the induced metric over CPnxCPm  is the Riemannian
product  of the Fubini-Study metrics  on CP" and CPm both with holomor-
phic sectional curvature one. This imbedding is also parallel. Mo-
reover  CP"xCP"  1s Einstein if and only if n=m.
12.4.The  Pliicker  imbedding.- Consider the complex Grassmannian of-
2-dimensiona1  planes, G(2,n,C)  = t n EC n+2/ nis a 2-dimensiomal
complex plane 1. If A~(C"+~) = Cne211 Cn+2, one defines
C n+2 xcn+2- .*2(cn+2 ) b y  (z,w)-z  AW.
If (z,w)  and (?,ti)  are two basis of the same element n E G(2,n,C)
then
2 AW = det(z  z) z AW, with det(,z  i )# 0,
where Z = az + bw, W = CZ +dw. Consecuently the above mapping induces
d holomorphic imbedding from G(2,n,C)  inCP $n(n+l)-1 . It is called the
Plucker  imbedding. The induced  metric over G(2,n,C)  from the Fubini-
Study metric with holomorphic sectional curvature one via the above
lmbedding  1s nothing but the standard metric over the Grassmannian
and the imbedding 1s also parallel.
12.5. The rank two Hermitian symmetric spaces  Mg= SO(lO)/U(5)  and
Mg = E6/Spin(10)xT  admit holomorphic standard imbedding in CP 15
and -cP26 respectively which have parallel second fundamental form.
They are obtained by using the representation theory of Lie groups
( to see [37],[55]).
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The complete classification for Einstein parallel complex submanifold
in complex projective space is consequence of results in [37]and
[55].  If M is an Einstein complex submanifold of.a complex projecti-
ve space then M is parallel if and only if M is totally geodesic  or
M is animbedded submanifold which is congruent  with the standard
of some of the submanifolds described before, that is, with the
standard imbedding of some Mi,  1 ziz6, where
MI= CP"($); M2 = Q,, nz3;  M3 = CP"xCP"; Mq = G(2,s,C),  ~13;
M5 = SO(lO)/U(5)  ; M6 = E6/Spin(10)xT.
The first eigenvalue of Mi,  1 iiz6, can be computed by using the
following fact,[39]: If M is an Einstein homogeneous Kaehler mani-
fold with positive scalar curvature p, then x1 = p/n,  n being the
complex dimension of M.
In 1361, T. Nagano give a theoretical method to compute  the spectrum
of classica1 symmetric spaces. In particular  one obtains the second
eigenvalue of Mi,  1 ziz 5.
Rerently S. Udagawa,(  "Spectral  geometry of Kaehler submanifolds of
a complex projective space" preprint)  computed the complete spectrum
of M6 = E6/Spin(10)xT,  namely
Spec(M6) =(2m1(m1+m2+8)  +m2(m2+l)/  m,,  m2 E Z+} =
=fO<a,=l2 < x2=18 . . . 1.
Table 1. Einstein parallel complex submanifolds
Submanifold n P P x1 x2
M,=CP"(;) n -Jn(n+l) $n(n+l) 4(n+l) n+2
M2=Qn, nz3 n 1 n2 n n+2
Mg= CP"xCP" 2n n2 2n(n+l) n+l 2n+2
M4=G(2,s,C), ~23 2s &(s-1) 2s(s+2) s+2 2s+2
M5=SO(10)/U(5) 1 0 5 80 8 12
M6=E6/Spin(10)xT 16 10 192 12 18
In this table n denotes  complex dimension, p full complex dimension,
p is the scalar curvature and xi the i-th eigenvalue.
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13. COMPLEX SUBMANIFOLDS OF THE COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE
WHICH ARE BI-ORDER. TO motivate the study of complex submanifolds
M in CPm whose corresponding imbedding +:MaHM(m+l,C)  is bi-order,
we sa11 see what is the spectral behaviour of 9 when M is the
complex quadric
Q, ={AE CP n+l/ AAt = 0 1.
It is clear  that the imbedding of Q, in HM(n+2,C)  is SO(n+2)-equiva-
riant. One takes the point C E Q, gives by
c=fS  0)
I 1 C l
where c=f-fi  14 )
It is not difficult to see that TC(Qn)=  {X ET~(CP"+')  / XCt+CXt=O  1.
Moreover  by choosing an appropiate basis of TC(Qn) one obtains the
mean curvature vector of $:Q,--+  HM(n+2,C)  at C to be
n = &(I-  (n+l)C-Ctl
and since 0 is SO(n+2)-equivariant, last formula is true at any
point A E Q,, that is,
(13.1) n =&,I-  (fi+l>V-  @1.
Finally it is easy to see that $= q. + $., + $I~, where eo=&I,
is the center of gravity of JI .
VI = gev- tJtl with A*1 = n*l = iltJ1>
$2 = 3(*+ Jlt) - &I with AJ, 2 = A2V2 = (n+2)v2.
which proves us that $:Q,-oHM(n+2,C)  is bi-order of order {1,2).
Before give a complete classification for complex s'ubmanifolds
of CPm whose corresponding imbeddings in HM(m+l,C)  are bi-order, we
will give a few technical lemmas whose proofs can be obtained direc-
t1y.
LEMMA 13.1.-  Let Mn be a complex submanifold of CP"+'. If n denotes- -
the mean curvature vector of $:M"---bHM(
n
(13.2) n = $n 1 G(E~,E~),
i=l
(13.3) Aq = (n+l)n + ; ,l. à(A
iJ UCE.  E.jEi1' J
n+p+ l,C),  then
,Ej) 1- z $a(o(Ei,Ej~,"(~i,~j)).
iJ
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where o and A denote  respectively the second  fundamental form and the- -
Weingarten endomorphism of r:M"- CP"+'  and {EiI  is a loca1 ortho--
norma1 basis of vertor fields over M.
Remark.-  One notices that the vector fields along M defined by n
and An  are norma1 to CP"+'. Moreover  if one puts
o(Ei,Ej) = l,hyj then (13.3) can be
written as
(3.14) bn  =(n+l  )n  + 1 h? .h? a(E E )
ijkh 1~  lk j' k
-t,r,  hijhij"(S,,E~)
1JXP
LEMMA 13.2.-  Let Mn be a camplex submanifold of CPnfp  and $:M"+
+HM(n+p+l,C).  Then
(13.5) g(*,*)=2
(13.6) g(*,ri)=-1
(13.7) g($,Aq)=  -(n+l
(13.8) g(n,ll)  = g
(13.9) (n+l)g(n,As) = 2n
2 .
+ (1/2n2~ll~l12
(13.10)
(n+l  I3g(Arl,An)  =T + ~11~112 + -$I,, (TrAhAp)2+$(CA:)2
n , x
Let TAM the norma1 space of r:M" d CPn+' at A and define  a
tensor T: TiMxTiM  - R by T(~,v) = T~(A~A~!  for al1 5 "<Tb.
The length of T is estimated in the following lemma.
LEMMA 1'3.'3.-  Let Mn be a comolex submanifold of CP"+'. then
(13.11) &ld4  2 ITI*  2 ;b14.
Moreover  first equality holds if and only if T=kg (
constant  and g the restricted metric over T'M)
Proof.- [Tl* =~I~Tr(n~n~))2,  ),1*  = liTrA:.
Let G be the metric over the space of symmetric bili
T) via the metric g over TiM. Since T and g belong
from the Schwartz inequality one has
k being some
near forms on
to such space,
with 1g12 = 2p and G(g,T) =LxpTiUg,p=  Tr(T) = l,Tr(A:)  = loI2
which proves the first inequality. The equality holding if and only
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T=kg for some constant k. The second  inequality is wee-known,[41].
THEOREM 13.4. 47 -.- Let Mn be a full complex submanifold of CP"+'.
Then $:MndHM(n+p+l,C)  is of order (u.,,u2}  (far certain  natura1
number u,, u,)  if and only if
(1) M is Einstein, and
(2) T = kg for some rea1 number k.
Proof.-  Assume 1, is of order tu,,u2}, then bn = an+ b($-Q) for
some rea1 number a, b where Q is the center of gravity of J, and q
its mean curvature vector.
If b=O, A2,  = aAi , that is A*-  a$= C (constant)  which implies that
JI is mano-order  and from Theorem 11.1 Mn1s totally geodesic,satis-
fying (1 ) and (2).
We now consider bf0, because +, n and drl  define  vector fields along
M which are norma1 to CP"+' at each point of M, one obtains that Q
is in Ti(CP n+p) for al1 A e M, which proves that M is contained  in
the linear subspace  L of HM(n+p+l,C)  defined by
L = {A o HM(n+p+l,C)/  AQ=QA  1.
From a well-known argument.one  can consider Q to be diagonal. Moreo-
ver by using a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 11.1, one
wt
Q='I,n+p+l 1 being de identity matrix of order n+p+l.
Therefore
(13.12) ~rl  = ao + b(y- AIl.
Now we use some technical arguments to see the behaviour of the se-
cond fundamental form u of $:M"JCP"+~. Take rfs,s+  and use (8.13)
and (8.14) to obtain
(13.13) g(8(Er,Es),Aq)  = ag(G(E,,E,j,o).
Now from (8.111, (,13.4) and (13.13), one get
(13.14) $ hirhis  = 0.
1A
Since  any complex submanifolds satisfies
(13.15) 1 h;,h;,*  = 0,
ir
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from (13.14) ard  (13.15) one get that 1 Agi is diagonal. Now we apply
g(ù(Er, Er),-) to (13.12) to obtain '
which proves
(13.16)
Finally from (6.15) and (13.16) one get M is Einstein.
In order to prove (2) it is enough to apply the same argument over
the norma1 bundle. The sufficient  condition is essentially techni-
tal  and no difficult.
The following corollary,[47],  gives us precisely the eigenvalues
x and x
u1 u2
corresponding to the order {u,,u2) in last Theorem.
COROLLARY 13.5.-  Let Mn be a full complex submanifold of CPn+p. If-
M is Einstein and T = kg, then
(13.17) &
i
rl+l+ p-1012  2
pn
(n+l-p+n1012)2  + 4 /01*
pn n >
are eigenvalues of M.
Proof.-  According  last theorem, one has
un = aq+ b($- &I) for certain  a, b E R
g($,AQ)  = ag(A,ri)  + bg($,+  - AI)
g(q,Aii)  = ag(q,rl)  + bg(n,$ 1- -1)n+p+l
Now we use lemma 13.2 to obtain
a = n+l + E1012
pn
b = $k$fll,,l*
Since $:M-+HM(n+p+l,C)  is of order {u,,u2), one has
1v--I=yn+p+l
u1
+v '
u2
-2nq=
- 2nan=
x v +x
u1 u1 u20u2  9
A2 6 + A
u1 u1
*&
u2 u2'
which Joint (13.12) gives us
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x2 ax
Y- - -2n " + b2n * = 0u2 '
that is x and x are roots of the equation a 2
u1 u2
- ax + 2nb =O.
14. PARALLEL COMPLEX SUBMANIFOLDS AND BI-ORDER COMPLEX SUBMA-
NIFOLDS OF THE COMPLEX PROJECTIVE SPACE ARE VERY CLOSE. In last sec-
tion we shown that complex submanifolds of the complex projective
space which are Einstein with T = kg have a good spectral behaviour
for their corresponding immersions in Euclidean space.They are just
the second step in the study of the Spectral Geometry of complex
submanifolds in the complex projective space.
Now we will see that these conditions are close  to a simple
behaviour of the second fundamental form.
THEOREM 14.1,[47].-  Let Mn be a compléx  submanifold of CP"+'  whose-
immersion is full.
(i) If M is Einstein with T=kg, then
(14.1) np(n+2)Id2  12p+n'
The equality holds if and only if vo = 0, with of 0.
(ii)  If Ia( 2 np(n+2).- =2p+n9-then va = 0 if and only if M is Einstein
with T=kg.
Proof.-  (i) If M is Einstein, from (6.15) one has Tr ( 1
From T =kg and lemma 13.3, one get /T12= 1 (TrnxAp)2
AP
Now one uses last formulas in (6.131  to obtain
i AluI 2 = Ivol 2 + qlal 2 - ~2~/yl?
Since loI2  is constant and SO Abl2 = 0, one get.
1va12  =
which proves (i).
(ii)  It is clear  that 81a12=0, now from (6.13),  (6.15) and lemma
13.3 one get
1~01~  = 2Tr (Iif?G2  + 1 (TrnAnuj2- TIoI' >-
J.M
; 1014  l+ ~plc 4-E~Io~2=
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Remark.-  If M is Einstein with T=kg and we assume that VC = O.with
0 # 0, then from the above lemma one has
,,,2  = w(n+2)
2p+n
and SO the eigenvalues in corollary  13.5 are
n(n+p+l)
2p+n ' n+2 E Spec(M).
As consequence, we will.  obtain a nice characteri
nese imbedding. First we shall see the Veronese
der 11,2).  In fact, VO =0 and
101~  = n(n+l) - p = $n(n+l)
Since p = &n(n+l), we can write
,,,2  = y(n+2)
2p+n'
zation of the Vero-
imbedding is of or-
Therefore from theorem 14.1, M is Einstein (well-known),  T=kg and
the corresponding eigenvalues are
A
n(n+p+l) n+lzz
UT 2p+n = 2 = '1' 'u,
= n+2 = x2,
I c
which proves us that tha Veronese imbedding CP"(l) -CP n+$n(n+l)
is of order il,21  in HM(n+$n(n+l)+l,C).
LEMMA 14.2,[47].-  Let  Mn be a complex submanifold of CP"+'  whose
immersion is full. Suppose that M is Einstein with T=kg. Then
(14.2) hn(n+l) 2 p.
Moreover  the equality holds if and only if ~:M"--ICP"+~  is the Vero-
nese imbedding.
Proof.-  Because lTj2=  & 101~ one has
IRI2  = 2n(n+l)-  4(o12+  b 101~. On the other hand p= n2(n+1J2+  ),14-
2n(n+l)1012. Since $n(n+l)/R12  : p2 and equality holds if and only
if M has constant holomorphic sectional curvature. One get
n(n+l 1- -
{-2p wo14  2 0, that is p 2 &(n+l).
Moreover  equality holds if and onIy if M has constant holomorphic
sectional curvature. But with codimension $n(n+l) we know that
T:M--+CP"+~  must be the Veronese imbedding, [11].
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15. THEFIRST AND THE SECOND EIGENVALUES OF COMPLEX SUBMANIFOLDS
IN THE COMPLEY PROJECTIVE SPACE. We already know that the first ei-
genvalue of an n-dimensiona1 complex submanifold M of CPm satisfies:
x1 2 n+l and the equality holds if and only if M is totally geodesic.
In this section we will obtain a spectral inequality  for complex
submanifolds of the complex projective space in terms of the five
simplest spectral invariants: dimension, volume, tota1 scalar  curva-
ture, first eigenvalue and second eigenvalue.
We start by taking  k=2 and t=l in Proposition 5.4 to obtain
(15.1) 1,  g( A~+,$)  dv - (x,+i2) I g(A
2
M
6,0)dv  +X1x2 J g(ArL,rL)  dv  2 0,
M
and the equality holds if and only if the immersion y:M-+HM(m+l,C)
is of order (1.2). Because A$=  -2nq, one can write from (15.1)
(15.2) 4n2 g(A,,n)  dv-4n2(x,+X2)
h
gln,n)dv-2nx,a2 Mg(ll,$)dvI
2 0.
THEOREM 15.1,[47].-  Let Mn be a compact Kaehler submanifold of Cpm,
then
(15.3) n[n+l+(n+l-x,)(n+l-x2)]vol(M)  1 I
p dv.
M
Moreover  if the equality holds, then M is Einstein with T= kg (if  the
immersion is full).
Proof.-  Inequality  (15.3) follows from (15.2) joint lemma 13.2. If
equality holds, then y:M"--oHM(m+l,C)  is of order {1,2)  and SO from
theorem 13.4 one obtains the second part.
COROLLARY 15.2,[23],[47].-  Let Mn be an n-dimensiona1 complex subma-- -
nifold of Cpm,  then il 2 n+l. Moreover  equality holds if and only if
M is totally geodesic.
Proof.-  Ih proposition 5.4, one takes k=l,  t=l and k=l,  t=2 respec-
tively  to obtain
M
LJ( A2U,i)  dv - x1 I M
g(AY,$)  dv 2 0, and
.-
j
M
g( A3+,y)dv  - "l iM
g( A2W)dy  2 0.
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Both equalities occur  if and only if $: M--+HM(mtl,C)  is of order one.
Since ay=  -2nu, Ais  self-adjoint, using lemma 13.2 one get
(15.4) 2n(n+l-!,,)vol(M) 2 0,
(15.5) 2n(n+l)(n+l-x,)vol(M)  + 2jM1.12dv  => 0.
Now (15.4) implies hl 2 n+l. If the equality holds in (15.41, one
also has the equality in (15.5) which  implies IJ=  0.
COROLLARY 15.3, [47].-  E Mn be a complex submanifold of Cpm.  Suppose
that
(15.6)
1
Al =
n i
P dv
M
and M is not totally geodesic. Then
(15.7) ~~ 2 n+2.
Moreover  if the equality holds, then M is Einstein with parallel  se-
cond fundamental form.
Proof.-  From (15.3) and (15.6) one has
r
n+l + (n+l-x,)(n+l-x2)  2 ' )Pdv=+riva(M)  M
and SO (n+l-+)(n+2-x2)  2 0. Because M is not totally geodesic
hl
< n+l, then x2 2 n+2 which proves (15.7).
The second  part is very easy.
Remark.-  Notice  that condition (15.6) is natura1 because, for instan-
ce, every Einstein homogeneous Kaehler with positive scalar  curvatu-
re satisfies it.
16. APPLICATIONS.
16.1.-  Complete intersections.- Let Mn be a complex submanifold of
CP"+'  determined by p polinomials Pl,..,Pp.  If the Jacobian matrix
associated  with P1,..,Pp  over n-'(M) ( nbe'ing the standard projec-
tion) is always of maximun rank, then we say that Mn is a complete
intersection. In this case one has the following
THEOREM 16.1,[47].-  Let Mn be a complex submanifold imbedded in CP"+'.
Assume that M is a complete intersection of p homogeneous polynomials
of degrees al,..,a . ThenP---
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(16.1) (n+l-A,)(n+l-x 2 ) 2 p - 1%.C L
Moreover  the equality holds if and only if M = CP" or M = Q- n imbedded
canonically.
Proof.-  For complete intersections, the tota1 scalar  curvature was
computed  by K. Ogiue,[41  1 to be
(16.2) IM
pdv = n(n+p+l-  laa)vol(M).
NOW (16.1) follows from (15.3) and (16.2).
Assume equality in (16.1), then one has equality in (15.3) and SO
from theorem 15.1 one get M must be Einstein. In these conditions a
result due to J. Hano,[26],  proves us that M = CP" (totally  geodesic)
or M = Q, (canonica1 imbedding). The converse is obvious.
16.2.-  The inverse problem for Mi.- Because al1 elements in formulas
(15.6) and (15.7) are spectral invariants, one can prove the SO
called inverse problem for Mi. The following theorem was proved in
[47]except  for Mg, which was recently proved by S. Udagawa ("Spec-
tra1 geometry of Kaehler submanifolds of a complex projective space"
preprint 1.
THEOREM 16.2.-  Let Mn be an n-dimensiona1 complex submanifold of Cpm.- -
Assume that
Spec(M) = Spec(Mi) for some i=1,..,6.
Then M is imbedded and it is congruent with the standard imbedding
of the corresponding Mi(  of course  Spec(M)  means the spectrum of the
induced  metric).
Proof.-  First we notice  from table 1 (by looking  at the dimension
and ?, for instante)  that Spec(Mi) = Spec(Mj),  i,j =1,..,6  implies
i=j.
On the other hand, submanifolds Mi satisfy (15.6) and the equality
in (15.7). Since they are spectral equalities,  if M has the same
spectrum of some Mi, it must satisfy also (15.6) and equality in
(15.7). Therefore M is Einstein and parallel but it is not totally
geodesic  (x,# n+l). Consequently M is congruent with the standard im-
bedding of some Mj,  ~=l,.., 6. Now first remark  we did proves us the
theorem.
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